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This is a library Circulating Copy which may be borrowed for two weeks. For a personal retention copy, call Tech. Info. Diuisio", Ext. 5545 In this note we present an extremely simple and direct method for the determination of the density profile in a plasma slab, under the conditions that:
(1) the density n(x) is an even function of the single coordinate X;
(2) the applied magnetic field, if any, is in the y-z plane, and is uniform in magnitude, although not necessarily in direction; The complex impedance is then,for unit surface area,
where x = Ois the slab center, and x = L is its edge (where £ = 1).
Allowipg £(co; x) to have an infinitesimal positive imaginary part to -2-UCRL-18559· allow for weak dissipative processes, we see that the ~ part of the impedance, or resistance, is
where x(m) is.determined by the zero of E:
From Eq. (2), we see that Substi tuting (6) into (4 )', we obtain x(w)
From Eqs. (4) and (6), we see that R(ID) is infinite at ID(O), within the cold-plasma approximation. This serves to determine ID(O) experimentally, and thereby nCO). The singularity in the integrand of (7), is however, integrable.
Thus, trom the measurement of R(ro), one can immediately obtain ,x(ro) from (7), :and then n{x) from (5).
To illustrate the use of Eq. (7), we offer an example allowing analytic quadrature. Suppose
for n < w < wO' ,a~d R(W) = 0 elsewhere. We then find '(4 2)-1 2 2 (4 2 I )2
The validity of the cold-plasma assumption has been investigated , 1 2 by one of us' for the case of no magnetic field. By including thermal effects, it was shown that the energy absorbed at the resonance x(ro)
is carried away by plasma waves. If the energy in these waves is absorbed by collisions or by Landau damping, the theory including finite temperature yields the same expression for the externally observed impedance as that obtained using the col~ plasma approximation •.
However, if these plasma waves can be reflected from a region removed from the resonance point and thus converted to standing waves, the expression (3) for the impedance becomes modified. The increased fine structure in the observed impedance due to trapping of plasma waves between the plasma resonance and the sheath region has been used by In the presence of a magnetic field, the energy is carried away from the resonance region. by electron cyclotron waves propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field. Generally, these are absorbed, giving the cold ,plasma result for,' the impedance. However, when the frequency .is near a harmonic of n, a trapping of these waves can occur through the center of the plasma, again ~eading to a fine structure in the impedance.)
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